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What is Chicago
Chicago is the code name for the next major relea~ of Windows from the Personal Systems Group. It’s an
integrated and complete Windows operating system which starts with the basic fimctionality fouxxd today in
DOS, Windows, and soon to be released Windows for Workgroups. It adds overall improved ease of use, enhanced
workgroup function, ease of finding and sharixtg information, advanced operating system performance, and enables
new application capability.
The phiase "iat~grated and complete Windows operating system" is key, it means that Chicago will be the first
high volume desktop release of Windows which does not sit on top of or require any version of DOS. Chicago will
be a compelling upgrade for existing Windows users and a compelling new computing envixonment for people who
have not yet moved to Windows.

The Competition
Competition in the operating system busine~ is intense. There are a number of dire competitive threats which
Clficago must address.
¯ IBM is after the det&top. 0S/2 2.0 is not dead, in fact it’s doing better than expected. (expoctation was that it
would pretty much ship dead.) OS/2 is selling became ofies DOS app support, appeal of the workplace shell
image of being a stable system, better muifitsaking, and promise of power from pre-emption, threads and 32bits. We must respond with a powerfid, 32-bit system, which is much smaller and much faster than OS/2 so
it runs on average machines. It must be completely compatible with DOS and Windows apps and device
drivers. By meeting these goals, Chicago will put OS/2 into it’s grave.
¯ Novell is al~er the desktop. As you know, the, have acquired Digital Research and are now working hard to
tightly integrate DR-DOS with Netware. We should also assume they are working on a Windows clone
and/or that they are working on a virtualized DOS environment which will run standard mode Windows as a
client. This is perhaps our biggest ~t. We must respond in a strong way by making Chicago a complete
Windows operating system, from boot-up to shut-down. There will be no placeor need on a Chicago
machine for DR-DOS (or any DOS). Since we don’t expect Novell to go array anytime soon, Chicago must
ship with great Novell client support. We must build all the things into Chicago which are required to make
it THE ideal Netware client.
, Lotus is trying to set the agenda for workgroup computing with Notes and mail technology. We are behind
and must catch up fast. The first rel~.se of Windows for Workgroups wiLl put us in the game. Chicago must
put it’s stake in the ground by defining a low-end base platform for workgroup computing and thus Wap Lotto
at the high where volume is low.
¯ The collapse of PC OEMs has left the industry visioniess and at the mercy of IBM and Apple. PracticaLly no
ease-of-use innovations have materialized. Microsoft has the moral imperative to fill the void and drive the
PC industry forward, paxticnlarly in ease of rlse. We arc the only company which can really take leadership
for the rest of the industry. Chicago must deliver on the vision of making the PCs easier to use by enabling
plug-and-play of peripheral devices. Chicago absolutely MUST be easier to use in all respects than today’s
system. It’s essential to our leadership role that Chicago be the product that cements Windows as the driving
force behind innovation in the PC industry.
¯ There are many vendors out to kill Windows in the x86 graphical user environment; Next, Solaris,
GeoWorks, just to name a few. Chicago must be a significant and compelling upgrade from Windows 3.1 to
maintain the high volume needed to keep ISVs, Corps, and end ~sers thinldng about Windows, Windows,
Windows.
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What makes Chicago great
Chicago will be very competitive and compelling product because:
It’s an integrated and complete Windows operating sygem from boot-up to shut-down. A user will n~ver
"return to DOS" to perform a tasL The system will be very stable.
¯ Exploits 32-bits to deliver new levels of performance and power. Great multitasking, and high capacity.
¯ It’s easier to setup, configure, and use.
¯ Will make a PC fundamentally easier to use, Enables plug-and-pta~ the user just plugs in a new board a~d
Chicago does the rest to. Improved user intrface will make interacting with the system just easier.
Makes the top 10 common tasks simpler and faster to perform. The user will find that day-to-day common
tasks are easier.
¯ Enables workgroups to be more productive.
¯ Enables powerful new application capability. 32-bit API, pre-emption, threads, and new APIs for powerful
workgroup and application interoperability capabilities.
¯ Great on common hardware, a 4 meg 386 machine is a great Chicago machine.
¯ FAST. Chicago will beat all competitors, lt witl mateh or beat Windows 3.1.
¯ Compatible with existing DOS and Windows apps and ch-ivers
Overdew of the Chicago Product
There ar~ 5 key areas of improvements which will make Chicago a compelling aM competitive product, and an
obvious upgrade f~om all previous versions of Windows. t’Requirements like complete compatibility with existing
Windows and DOS applications and device drivers, a no-brainer upgrade from previous versions of DOS and
Windows, and broad hardware support ate assumed obvious and won’t be covered further here.) The 5 areas are:
1. UsabRity
2. Workgroup functionality
4. Operating system power
5. New application capability
The rest of this document covers the specific improvements in each of these 5 areas.
1. Usability
We must continue making the system easier to use, our customers ax~ begging us for iL They are paying others
lots of money for it. The current dissatisfaction with ease of use in Windows is best quantified by looking at the
number of products targeted at improving Windows ease of nse; Norton Desktop, hDC Power Launcher, Xsoft’s
Rooms for Windows, axe jnst to name a few. Our focus on ease of use must be broad and encompass the entire PC
system. This means that Chicago must not only improve the Windows 3.1 interface and user model, it must enable
plug-a~d-play of peripheral devices so users don’t have to smuggle with getting their PC setup properly. In
addition to improving the specific areas listed below, we must make the top I0 common basks simpler and faster to
complete than in previous versions of Windows. The ultimate test in overall usability is to ask the question "What
would you recommend your mother bay?, Chicago must be the answer.
1.1. Using the Windows system
Note that the following discussing of shell issues merely reflects currently thinking and is not absolute plan of
red.oral.

Desklop: The desktop will be utilized to efficiently present all system oriented function like file management,
program gaxting, email, and printing This means MDI will not be used. Windows for system oriented
function will appear di~ctly on the desk’,op. Drive icons will appear on the deslctop as well. Commands for
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managing the desk~op will be easily accessible. [We may also u~lize multiple "virtual" desktops to reduce
screen clutter and help organize tasks by project. If support for these isn’t ~built into" Chicago, it can be added
via a Topdesk type tool.]
Drag/drop: All drag/drop targets will be readily accessible on the desktop. At the users choice, thvy will also
be available when using full screen applications.
Common commands: Common ~stem commands will be readily available. This will be done via the use of
drag/drop tin’gets, b~ilt in command palette or tcolbar, and a command cache which contains the last *n=
system commands performed by the user.
Popup menus: The fight mous~ button will be use to activate popup menus for items on the desktop. Popup
menus will contain shoacuts to common commands for the sp¢~c desktop item sel~ted. Popup will replace
the menu bax where appropriate, such as cases where the menu bar takes up more room than the client area.
Task switching:. Th~ task mamger will be replaced with a graphical method of switching between apps. A
simple flavor will be tied to the Air+Tab key sequeac~ for just switching, a more full flavor will be tied to
Ctd+~.~c which will enable task management like termination, tiling, etc.
Help: I-Ielp will be readily available to the user at all tim~. This includes contex~ s~nsitive help in all dialogs
as was don~ in Windows 3.1 and a new d~jmmic help mode. While in this mode, the user can get help on
anything by just pointing the mouse at it.
Command lin~: To I~,erag¢ the millions of MS-DOS users in th~ world, a Window~ command line interface
with comple~ command hi~ory will be included. All system commands which DOS users are famil~r with
will be acee~sible via this inte~’fac~
1,2. Use of OLE 2.0
The user interface will be heavily utilize OL~ 2.0 and it’s user mod~l to deliver better ease of use. Providing a
consistent model in user interface for the system with what applications will use is very important to overall
nsability. This will require a ~xemendou~ investment on the Windows and OLE teams to make this truly great,
but it mu.et be done.
1.3. Finding and viewing ~des
Searching: Users will be able to search for files based on MS-DOS attributes of the file and simple AI’/SI
content of the file. All seaxehe~ can be porformed in the backg~und using threads, with the option to have the
search window continually updated as in PC Mail. Search by example will be used to help the user fill in
proper search criteria. Search criteria can easily be ~avcxl and used again at a later time. We need to explore
what special search featuxes axe necxied for ~axching a peer server.
Viewers: Users will be able to view the contents of a file without loading the application which owns the file.
This a!lows the usex to quickly identify if they’ve located the correct file before taking the time to fully open it
with the associated application_
Wizaxd~: Wizaxds will help users through the process of defining ~axch criteria for locating fil~. We will
also explor~ using Wizards to help u.~ with other file system tasks, like organizing data files, making
backups, etc.
1.4. Setup and confignrafiou
Chicago will raak~ setting up a PC and Windows much easier. This is ve~ hard today, gveo, thing from
physically in..c-talling a hardwar~ board, to iastailing DOS and getting all the config.sys and autoexec.bat stuff
fight, to installing Windows and the right drivers, to configuring all the Windows ~’stem parameters, to
configuring th~ d~ktop arrangement i¢ very haxd today and support intensive.
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Plug-and-play: In addition to just designing understandable user interfaces and implementing them Chicago
will provide plug-and-play wher~ ever possible. The theme behind plug-and play is that the user just plugs a
new device into their PC and Cldcago will make sure it properly configured and the right software gets
~ed to make it work. For example’ today it’s veay complex to install things like sound c~rds, CD-ROM
drives, network curds, and FAX modems. You have to know about irq lines, i/o ports, and memory
addressing, plu~ what all the other d~wices in the system are using so you don’t conflict. Then you’re suppose
to know what driver to Inslall and how to sa it’s options so it all works. Basically, it°s so hard today that the
industry is ~.iflod. While good detection code can help out, that alone can’t solve the whole problem. We axe
working with OEMs and hardware vendors on standards which enable plug-and-play to really happen for
Chicago.
System Setup: System setup will do a great job at detecting all the hardware in the system, including things
like audio cards, network cards, and CD-ROM drives. It will automatically Install and configu~ the proper
drivers. If th~ user adds a new device after grmdows was installed, Windows will recognize this when ever
possible and automatically re-configur~ the system to use the proper drivers, including prompting the user for
the appropriate driver disk if needed. Remember, plug-and-playl
The user inleffac~ for both express and custom install will be made even simpler than in Windows 3. I. We
will explore using wizards to guide the beginntng user through custom instal/should they need to use it.
System setup will need to include a host of diagnostics and trouble shooting code as Chicago is an enhanced
mode only producL Setup also will to do a great job of upgrading over previous versions of DOS and
Windows, we need to learn from our DOS 5.0 and Windows 3. I experiences and get creative about this.
Configuration management: Outside of initial system setup, all functions to add/delet~ and modify the
configuration needs to get consolidated into one end user tool. It needs to utilize all the same hardware
detection and plug-and-~lay used In initial system setup. This tool is the one the user goes to when they want
to change the screen resolution or color depth for example. It makes sense to merge all of this Into the control
panel. The improvements should include the ability to undo a parameter change" or backoat installation of
new driver. We will explore where drag/drop installing of things Like fonts makes the most sense.
Since Chicago is a complete Windows operating system, configuration management encompasses everythi.ng.
If the user adds a new devic~ then Chicago must do all the necessary copying of files and editing of config.sys,
autcexoc.bat, and the ini files. The user should only Install a device once, not onc~ for DOS and once for
Window. Same for administering the configuration
A highly inteLligent tool must be developed to handle safe editing of the CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT
and ~ flies. We will explore using the NT registry model to help manage this mess. User, machine, and
workgroup profiles will be uliIized to bring management of the system under control. Remote install and
configure will be investigated.
Application instaILtuninstaLl: A standardized engine for application install and uninstall wiLl be provided in
Chicago. A version of this engine already exists and is shipped in the Windows 3.1 SDK.
Auto adaptation: Chicago will self adjust to a new hardware environment automatically. For exafaple, when a
mobile computer is plugged or unplugged from a docking station, Chicago will automatically switch to the
right set of drivers needed for it to function properly in it’s new environment.
1.5. Complete set of system tools In Windows
Chicago will contain a complet~ set of Windows tools which to manage the system. This includes complete
disk management tools; backup, restore, defrag, undelete,, virus detection, etc. The user should never remm to
"DOS" to perform any system management task
Monitors for d~sk performance, CPU usage, critical r~source usage, and mor~ will be provided so users can
easily understand what is going on in the system and make adjustments as required.
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A complete, Windows hosted diagnostic tool will be included to aid the user and support staff in tracking
down and resolving problems. This tool is currently c~e naraed Malone.
1.6. Printing
Printing is one of the most common tasks performed in Windows and one of the highest support issues. There
axe many ways to improve. Installing network printe~ can be made easier by leveraging off an existing printer
setup on the network. Have a printer drag/drop target on the desktop for each desired printer. Graphical
interface for configuring a printer and monitoring status, utilize bi-di communication to make this reafiy
useful. Allow MS-DOS apps to print through the Window print spooler. Make the six, let 32-bit so it gets
pre-emptively scheduled, use a separate thread per printer. For the mobile market, enable deferred printing.
1.7. Ranning DOS based applications
Setting properties for DOS apps in the program manager will directly utilize the PIF settings and interface.
Multitasking settings in the PI:F editor will be simplified. A tight, dynamic link between PIF settings the
Settings command on the system men for DOS apps will be created. The title bar of DOS apps will
dynamically xcflect the currently running app in that VM. Windows apps can be started from a DOS
command prompt.
1.g. Improved set of accessories
Chicago will contain a complete set of accessories for managing common tasks. All accessories will be great
examples of new covcepts we introduce to the system; OLE 2.0, new visuals, use of n~w controls, new APls,
drag/drop, toolbars, pop-up menus, exposed commands, etc. They will be 32-bit applications and written with
the AF’X composer. Soare~ code will be included in the SDK for all possible.
¯ Write: Write will be dropped and replaced with either a WinWord It, or an OLE word processing server
who’s primaD" use t~ to compose email. The WinWord team obviously favor~ the OLE sewer approach. In
either case, the WinWord groups owns this component.
¯ C.ardfil¢: Should be a simple database front end, use ODBC for accessing a standaxd list format in the
system, and use a new standard grid control.
¯ Calendar:. Use schedule +, expose scheduling APIs.
¯ Paintbrosh: Focus on tundng this toot into editor for wall paper~ and icons, with simple bitmap operations.
¯ Terminal: Build in scripts for accessing common online information. Accessing Microsoft support services
or the Windows driver library are obvious targets. We will also look at developing a protocol for graphical
communication,
¯ Recorder: Explore allowing users to edit macros. Perhaps MS Test be used.
¯ MSD: Trim down to focus just on windows install/boot issues.
¯ FAX Manager:. consult IFAX group
¯ Phone Manager:. Are ther~ enough slandards to do this? This needs to be explored.
¯ Draw:. Add TT special ffects to OLE 2.0 MS Draw and ship
¯ Briefcase: easy to pack up data for home or travel
¯ Multimedia accessories: these must be improved. Consult MM tech and Foghorn groups.
¯ Daily views/schemes: These make Windows more fun. This applet will allow third partied to sell
packages of views.
1.9. Wizards to help with the difficult tasks
We will explore using Wizards to guide users through any difficult tasks, this can be thought of as another
level of help if you will. Guiding a user through the hard process of setting up terminal to comraunicate with
Compuserve is a difficult task and a prime target for a wizard.
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1,10. New visuals and controls
We will make use of new 3-d visuals as much as is compatible with existing appLications. There will be need
for new user interface cont,’Dis as well although they are not determined at this time. We should also make
us~ of multimedia in the interface in the interest of being fun.
2. Workgroup functionalit7
Chicago must establish a platform for workgroup computing that shuts Lotus Notes out of the low end market. To
do this it must be simpler to use, easier to install, configure and administer. Not much of the platform here is
figure out; things like which security model, what sharing model and namespaces, and ipc and distn’bmion
methods must be thought about. However, Chicago is targeting to deliver the end user features listed below.
2.1. Sharing documents
A simple document library service needs to be provided to help workgreups share documents. This includes
features lil~, check in and out, viewing the documents history, and perhaps a standard set of merging APT.
Making it easy to mail references to documents will be done as well
2.2. Workflow management
Enabling easy shared preparation of documents needs to be provided. For example, a user should be able to
assign a specific section of a document to someone else in the workgroup and have that person get notified
they have some work to do. This means Chicago should enable users to assign whole or partial documents to
others from the File Manager or application. The status and assignments should be tracked in Scheduler
2.3. Better mall and schedule integration with shell
Mail and scheduling are system oriented functions, and th,,~ need to be integrated well with other system
oriented functions. Multiple mail folders should be a!lowed and presented to the user as directori~ in the file
system, this allows the user to browse messages as though they were just files. Mail box and to-do ~ should
be drop targets on the desktop.
2.4. Mail and schedule improvement
There are a number of improvements for each of th~se in to better integration with the shell. Mail: rich text
support, mode finder featoxes, integn~ted logon/setup with Windows, multiple provider support, etc. Schedule:
categorization, printing, OLE, list management, rich reminders, shared ca!endaxs, and more.
2.5. Automating work group activities.
Bulletin board services and whitd3oard/confereacing services should be included to help workgroups be mor~
productive. Applets like a Ticker tape, Voter, Draw straws, Office pool, and some games will be considered.
2.6. Standard addre~ book in the system
There should be a s~mdard address book used in the system for all ~ddres$ing- Parts of this should come from
a sharable source. The address book should be used for emalL FAX numbers, phone nttmbers, etc.
2.7. Mobile computing needs
Chicago will address mobile computing needs be delivering features like: a dialup server support so you can
access email and shared data while on the road; wireless media NDIS driver deferral printing, deferred
email, FAX gateway, Briefcase applet for packing up data and apps for the road; auto adaptation for when the
mobile machine i~ plugged into a docking station; and more.
2.8. View File~
Chicago enable users to look at standard View Files. This enables users to share information without everyone
buying a copy of the appropriate application. All that’s needed is that the person send~ng the document around
save it in the "view File format. [Viewing "View Files" is actually a feature in the help system.]
2.9. Wizards to help with difficult stuff
As is a common theme, wizard~ wilt be used to help guide u.ser~ througlx difficult tasks.
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3. Connectivity
Chicago will be a great system for sharing information and getting at information which is not on your 1o¢al PC.
3,1. Great Novel~ ~upport

Chicago isn’t a product without g~.at NoveH suppo~ Ther~ are 3 basic ingredients to this: 1) Owning the
VxD and client components and making sure they ar~ bug free, 2) shipping ~ve~hing in the box needed to
make upgrading to Chicago while using a Novell network completely hassle re; and 3) utilize all the NoveLI
user ~ and logon data for Chicago security and email.
3.2. Comm sharing/redirection
The ability to share and redirect comm ports and modems in a peer-to-peer networking environment is an

obvious thing to do.
3.3. Easy online information access
Terminal (or replacement) will contain built in scripts to allow cosy access to services like Compuserve,
Online America, and MS PSS service. Getting connected should be as easy as spcci£ying which service and
your own location The scripts will automatically det~-rmin¢ the correct phone number and comm settings, log
you on and get to the corral service. If it can’t get this automated, we’ll make use of wizards to guide people
through it. We will also do as much as possible to unify the user model for connecting to one of these services
and accessing information on a LAN.
3.4. Dialup support for networking
Chicago will utili.z¢ the phone as the network. Enabling dialup from any~her~ there are phones and modems.
3.5. FAX management
The system will incoq~orat¢ FAX management as a basic system function, just like ernail and printing. This
includ~ a simple FAX applet and close integration with e.mail and the forms suppotl built into Chicago.
3.6. Better user interface to the network
Chicago will have a better network resource browsing model. This includes things like flat lists of shaxes and
printers in a workgroup. We will improve the interface for sharing files, printers, and other types of data.
3.7. View Files
This was mentioned in the workg~oup section as a primary way to share data without the need to have the app
that created the data.
4. Operating system power
Chicago is a high performance., integrated, reliable, 32-bit operating system. It’ll b¢ higl~ly responsive and fast
system with no internal system limits which prevent users from being productive. Above all else, the system will
be reliable. It should never crash and should b¢ prolcctexi from bad applications. [Remember that compatibility is
an assumed requirement and should be pa~ of every design you think about.]
4.1. Integrated and ¢omplet~ 32-bit Windows system
Chicago is an integrated Windows operating system, complete with protect mode DOS, protect mode device
drivers, and a complete set of tools to manage the system. The nscr n~ver returns to DOS. In fact, the user is
in the Windows system f~om boot-up to shut down. Chicago is primarily a 32-bit system, it will provide the
ultimate in "smooth" multitasking.
4.2. VxD improvemen~
VxD can now be pagable and dynamically loadable and unload,able. This is important since it g~ves us the
option to pag~.-tune this part of the system which is typically pretty big.
4.3. No Windows heap limits
All internal USER and GDI heap limits will be removed by managing the critical resouxces in 32-bit heaps.
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4.4. Windows improvements
We will improve the windows core in a number of ways. Bette~ D~ p~ssing with a
APIs to addre~ high demand requests from ISVs.
4.5. Reliable
Chicago will be a very reliable system. We will track down and understand where GP faults and coming from
in Windows 3. I, and make sure they don’t happen in .kicago. This may be just fixing system bugs, or adding
additional protection from bad 16-bit applications. 32-bit applications will run in their own address spaces
and the system will have additional levels of protection agaLnst them being bad.
4.6. Small, worl¢~ great on 4 meg 386 ~y.~tems
Chicago will be ~’eat on a 4 meg system. Chicago will perform equal to or better than Windows 3.1 on these
systems for all function common to both. All design work, and tuning should be done with a 4 meg system in
mind running 2 major applications which are engaged in OLE transactions. The 32-bit app block ttmer from
Nathan’s group wili be used where ever possible to help do a great job at making the working set small.
4.7. FAST
As we learned with Windows 3.1, high performance can be one of the most compelling features of a system.
Every aspect of Chicago must be optimized to b¢ as fast as possible with the 4 meg machine target machine in
mind. This includes basic file system I/O, network access, graphics, user imefface, ttcces~ry, mail. etc.
Chicago performance needs to blow away everything operating system on the market, including previous
versions of V~rmdows.
4.8. Better DOS ~tpp support
Another lesson we’ve learned is that great DOS app support sells products. Some user interface improvements
were mentioned about. In addition, Chicago will have: super exclusive mode for ultra-compata’bility,
maximize free memory in a DOS box, improve robnsmess and improve perfo~.
4.9. TrueType 2.0
First on the list of improvements here is the 32-bit raste,-izer, this is not a TI" 2.0 fcature by the way. Chicago
will include any of the obvious features in TrueType 2.0, direction on what these are will come fzom the STAT
group.
4.10. Tuning of mail, ~hedule, and winball VxDs
Today these components are all pigs and make the overall system unresponsive and slow. These components
must be significantly reduced in size and made fast to the point that using them is transparent.
4.11. Comprex~ion built in
Compression technology purchased for Astro will be integrated into the Chicago file system. All areas of the
product needing compression should rely on this.
5. Programmability
Productivity centers on great applications. Application vendors should spend their creative efforts on making more
powerful, more usable applications. Chicago will enable them to do this.
5.1.32-bit APL multiple threads, Pre-emption
Chicago will deliver the premiere small, fast, h~gh volume 32-bit application platform. This will enable
developers to create more powerful and easy to use applications..lust as applications got more powerfifl when
the system went beyond the 640kb limit and utilized expanded memory, and when the system made use of
prote~ mode memory, user will see more powerful and easy to use applications as the system moves to provide
a 32-bit, multi_-threaded, pre-emptive environment.
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5.2. OLE 2.0
Chicago will include a very good 32-bit implementation of OLE 2.0 which enables great application
integration The systems user interface and accessories will make user of OLE 2.0 and be models for other
apps to follow.
5,3, Forms management
A forms architectm’~ will be supplied in Chicago which will ~e ISVs f~om inventing their own over and ~ver
again. Standaxd forms in the ~ystem will help reduce the working ~t ~.e for apps needing form~
management Forms r~gistration will be provided to allow apps to pass forms between each other. We will
also consider providing a forms creation, editing tool in the product for end users. We are currently
investigating which forms technology to use.
5.4. New controls or AFX wrapper~ (rich text, grid)
A new control for rich t~xt processing will be provided in chicago. It’s crazy that ISVs need to keep inventing
this on their own. Other slandard controlsfor displaying information in a grid format should be included.
The complete list of new controls to add still needs to be determined.
5.5. Woekgroup APIa
There are many APIs being added to enable improved workgroup functionality. MAPI and CAPI to tightly
integrate applications with system mail and scheduling. ODBC to standardize how databases are coan~ed to.
And document library APLS like; check in, check out, merge, view history, versioning to manage document
creation.
5,6. Development environment
There are a number of improvements beingconsidered to help make developing Windews applications less
difficult The exact list has not been dete_,Tained b~ needs to be thought about.
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Products to ship
While Chicago is being developed as a single integrated Windows operating system, it’s being designing and built
so that 3 specific retail prodo~ can bo packaged up and sold separately. Which products actually ship other than
full Chicago is a marketing issue.
i) Windows for Workgroups. This is the full Chicago product which includes all the function currently found
today in MS-DOS, Windows, and Windows for Workgroups, plus the improvements outlined above.
2) Windows. This release ¢otttah~ all the function currently found today in Windows and MS-DOS, plus the nonworkgroup related improvements above. This product would exist solely as a lower price point Windows. l_f the
majority of users will pay more money for full Chicago, tl~ pnxhict will not exist.
3) MS-DOS. This rele.a~e contains all the function currently found today in MS-DOS, plus the improvements
outlined above which not ~xcific to Windows. TI~ includes the ability to rim multiple DOS apps, each in their
own virtual machine, and preemptively scheduling them.
When doe~ Chica~ ship
The competitive environment is real, and it’s intense. We must target to skip Chicago in the 9/93 timeframe. It’s
important that Chicago be a significant upgrade to Windows, it must contain enough new features to be a
compelling upgrade. Idcally, full Chicago should be released 12 months from when Windows for Workgroups is
released. Given that, the following limelin¢ is what we are following.
Product reqttirements complete
Spec ~,omplete
Code Complete

Base
6/92
7/92
10/92

Beta 1 (compatibility beta)
Beta 2 (function complete)
Beta 3
RTM

Full Product
1/93
4/93
7/93
9/93

User Interface
7192
9/92
2/93

You will see future memos in the coming weeks describing product milestones in detail. Other than the 9/93
release to mfg date, use tiffs unly as a rough guide.
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